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Session Summary

In this session, we shared our experiences of using narrative approaches in

the field of Organisation Studies and Management research. Drawing on our

own research conducted with elite professionals, we reflected on the value of

a narrative approach to understand individuals’ meaning making in context,

especially how individuals make sense of career-related events and their

work experiences.

This session gave insights into narratives as a method that serves the dual

purpose – individuals make meaning through narration (i.e., through the

telling of stories); and narratives as outcomes of this meaning making

process. From a narrative perspective, people’s stories about their relational

context are not simply data about the aspects of an external context – with

its constraints and opportunities. Rather, narratives offer insights into the

ways by which the narrator maintains agency in relation to his or her

construal of social space.

In the session, we also introduced participants to stories as a particular type

of narrative. We showed a short video clip where a leader makes use of

storytelling to inform and influence their audience. We talked about the

meaning of stories, their role in social interactions and the context in which

they might be used. We also explored different types of poetic modes

including comic, tragic, epic and romantic. To show these modes in practice,

we provided an example of our own research into workplace promotions. In

the second half, we further talked about narrative analysis, and introduced

participants to different tools they can draw on when analysing narratives. We

ended with a critical reflection on stories and considered the interplay

between facts and fiction. Finally, participants were encouraged to ask

clarifying questions and reflect on the session collectively.
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Summary

To learn more about the significance of narrative inquiry in organisation

studies and management research, specifically people’s experiences at work

and their careers

To understanding value of narrative approaches in researching workers’

subjective and emotional experiences

To reflect about the analysis of narratives and stories in a situated way

To engage with examples of our research projects, and related findings
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Recording

Find the link below to access the recording of the session

https://vimeo.com/572111539
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